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WARSAW STOCK EXCHANGE  
GOES GLOBAL WITH UTP

Warsaw Stock Exchange is one of the most  
recent examples of cost-effective market  
solutions built by Euronext.

In April 2013, Warsaw Stock Exchange launched their new 
trading platform – the Universal Trading Platform built by 
Euronext. The Universal Trading Platform gives exchange 
venues all the tools they need to not only compete but 
grow. It is the next generation of trading platforms, 
combining the best practices of all Euronext’s previous 
trading systems into one advanced new architecture. The 
result is a system that supports major asset classes and 
trading scenarios, while achieving sub-millisecond latency.

The Universal Trading Platform not only powers the 
Euronext exchanges, and third party exchanges such as 
Qatar and Warsaw – it is also used by global investment 
banks. We host and manage three markets for our 
customers: Goldman Sachs Sigma X MTF, Société 
Générale’s Alpha Y, and HSBC Cross.

Clients such as these choose a hosted market solution 
from Euronext for a number of reasons. First and 
foremost is trust, that we are a solid brand, who 
understands the environment, security and regulations 
within which we all operate. Also important is time to 
market, as we live in a competitive world, and we don’t 

have time for a slow IT project. Finally – focusing on your 
strengths – by choosing an expert like Euronext to focus 
on the non-differentiating task of running the underlying 
infrastructure and reducing costs, they can focus their 
strategy on attracting clients to their liquidity pools.

 Warsaw Stock Exchange goes global with UTP,  
15th April 2013.

Further information:
For more information please email: 
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